
CyberCompass helps businesses fight asymmetrical cyber warfare that can
attack from anywhere - external, internal, 3rd party, or duped employee.

It is a one-stop solution that builds a culture of cyber resilience across your
business ecosystem of people, processes, technology and vendors at one third
the cost of a full-time CISO.

Only CyberCompass offers a complete, affordable ongoing managed cyber
resilience service with virtual leadership and cloud-based SaaS platform that:

Every business needs a risk
assessment to understand their
current state so they can move
forward cost effectively. We cover
your entire business ecosystem to
pinpoint your vulnerabilities.

Creates a custom battle plan to build your cyber resilience

Assesses your business ecosystem to identify cyber risks and 
pinpoint vulnerabilities against multiple privacy regulation 
compliance standards

Eliminates deficiencies and minimizes cyber risks

Monitors, collaborates and course-corrects to maintain culture of 
resilience

Quarterly scans for continued vulnerability and risk management

Quickly assess each risk in your
Information Security Program (ISP)
and make recommendations to
strengthen policies and procedures.
Includes customizable policy
templates and a policy and
procedure document repository.

Solution Includes:

Helping Businesses Survive and Thrive

Security Risk 
Assessment

Information
Security
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Vendor
Compliance

Management
Easily perform risk assessment,
with the ability to instantly create 
 documents for compliance

CyberCompass adds bandwidth to your team with a virtual cyber team to provide
continuous targeted support. You get the expertise of a Chief Information Security
Officer, Chief Compliance Officer and a Chief Privacy Officer with a best in class
cyber risk management platform.

CyberCompass cloud-based platform gives you the transparency, project
management and ability to capture all the documentation in one place. Our
solutions includes dashboards, reporting  and an encrypted to store your
documents and access them easily.

Complete Cybersecurity and Compliance
Program

In-depth expertise and cloud-based SaaS Solution



Custom Guidance: 
The right leadership to build your cyber resilience, tailored to your
organization and industry regulations.

In-depth Experience: 
Army of talent that has been in the trenches that can navigate you
through complex and dynamic situations.

Pinpoint Vulnerabilities Across Your Business Ecosystem 
Reduce Risk and Protect Your Business 

Create and maintain a concise
business continuity plan that
addresses your business impact.
We include incident response plans
that can save you thousands if you
are breached.

Remote workforces pose a unique
threat to data privacy. Only
CyberCompass allows you to
pinpoint your vulnerabilities, take
corrective actions and train your
remote employees to best protect
the company.

Solutions 

Business
Continuity Plan

Remote Workforce
Security Assurance

Technology
Assessments

We offer a complete set of
assessments to evaluate and
pinpoint vulnerabilities.

Technical Assessments Include:

One Complete Solution. One Affordable Price.

CyberCompass provides the turn-key solution so your business can survive and thrive. We 
generate significant savings by offering the complete solution with expertise to reduce your 
risk by 50% in less than 90 days and manage cybersecurity across people, process, vendors 
and technology. All at one-third the cost of a full-time CISO!

Web Application Penetration
Test

Network Vulnerabilities Scan

External Penetration Testing

Dark Web Scan

Compliance Covered
We work across multiple standards

Why Choose CyberCompass?

Holistic Plan and Protection: 
360-degree battle plan across your entire
business ecosystem 

High Speed Response:
Vulnerabilities pinpointed, risk reduced by
50% and business continuity plans in place
in less than 90 days.

Affordable: 
Our CyberCompass pricing starts at one-third the price of a full-time
employee.

“One-stop place for
everything cyber

risk related is fantastic.”

“Superior product;
skilled and caring

support.”

CCPA
CIS-18/20
CMMC
GDPR
HIPAA
ISO 27001

NAIC 668
NIST 171
NYDFS 500
SOC 2 Audit
TCPA
TPN




